
MATHEMATICS P2   (TOTAL = 150 Marks) 
 

 
 

DATA HANDLING       (Approx. 20 marks) 

 

 Mean, Median, Mode, Range, Standard Deviation, Describe questions 

 Scatter plot, Outlier, Reading from graph – in both directions, Predictions, Table, etc 

 Cumulative Frequency, Ogive, Lower and Upper Quartile, Box-and –whisker, Comment on , etc 

 

 

 

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY       (Approx. 40 marks)  

 

 Straight line: Length, gradient, Midpoint, bisect, parallel, perpendicular 

 Characteristics of triangles(isosceles; equilateral) and quadrilaterals(rectangle; square; rhombus; etc) 

 Equation of Straight Line, Angle of Inclination 

 Circle: Equation (centre at origin / centre at any point) 

 Changing between forms of circle equations ; Equation of tangent ; etc 

 Points of intersection 

 

 
 

TRIGONOMETRY       (Approx. 40 marks) 

 

 Trig. Basic Functions 

 Know Quadrants and properties 

 Identities & Reduction Formulae 

 Compound and Double Angles 

 Trig. Graphs – sketch (interval given) / influence of a, k, p, and q 

 Points of intersection / Graph interpretation 

 Trig. Formulae : Sin- ; Cos- and Area Formulae 

 2-D and 3-D problems 

 

 

 

EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY      (Approx. 50 marks) 

 

 Grade 11 theorems 

 Grade 12: Proportionality theorem 

 Grade 12: Similarity theorem 

 

  



 

  WAS TOPIC  

TAUGHT AT 

SCHOOL? 

DID YOU 

UNDERSTAND 

TOPIC? 

IF, YES. HOW 

WELL? (1 – 5) 

1=POOR; 

2=AVERAGE, 

3=GOOD; 

4=VERY GOOD; 

5=EXCELLENT 

DO YOU 

NEED 

SUPPORT? 

  YES NO YES NO  YES NO 

DATA HANDLING 

 

(± 20 marks)  

Mean, Median, Mode, Range, Standard 
Deviation, Describe question 

       

Scatter plot, Outlier, Reading from graph – 
in both directions, Predictions, Table, etc. 

       

Cumulative Frequency, Ogive, Lower and 

Upper Quartile, Box-and-Whisker, 

Comment, etc. 

       

ANALYTICAL 

GEOMETRY 

 

(± 40 marks) 

Straight line: length, gradient, midpoint, 
bisect, parallel, perpendicular.  

       

Characteristics of triangles (isosceles; 
equilateral)(rectangle, square, rhombus, 
etc.)  

       

Equation of a straight line, Angle of 
inclination. 

       

Circle: Equation (centre at origin / centre at 
any point) 

       

Changing between forms of circle equations, 
Equation of tangent, etc. 

       

TRIGONOMETRY 

 

(± 40 marks) 

Trig. Basic Functions        
Know quadrants and properties        
Identities and Reduction formulae        
Compound and Double angles        
Trig. Graphs – sketch (interval given) / 
influence of a, k, p and q 

       

Points of intersection / Graph interpretation        
Trig. Formulae: Sin-; Cos- and Area Rules        
2D and 3D problems        

EUCLIDEAN 

GEOMETRY  

 

(± 50 marks) 

Grade 11 theorems: 
A line from the centre of a circle to a chord 
bisect the chord and it is perpendicular on 
the chord. 
The angle at the centre is twice the size of 
the angle on the circumference. 
Angles subtended by the same chords are 
equal. 
The angle on circumference subtended by 
the diameter equals 90

o
. 

Opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral are 
supplementary. 
Exterior angle of a cyclic quadrilateral 
equals to the opposite interior angle. 
A line from the centre of a circle to a 
tangent is perpendicular on tangent. 
Two tangents drawn from the same point 
outside circle are equal in length 
The angle between a tangent and a chord is 
equal to the angle subtended by the same 
chord. 
   

       

Grade 12 theorems: 
Proportionality theorem, (Midpoint) 
Similarity theorem (Equiangular triangles) 

       


